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1. INTRODUCTION 
The diophantine equation in the title arises naturally in the course of in- 
vestigation of some problems which have received considerable interest. 
One of such problems addresses positive integers which have simple power 
expansions in two different bases (see [12] and [14]). 
Another problem for which our equation is relevant is the diophantine 
equation px - qy = c, in positive integer unknowns (x, y), where c,p, q are fixed 
integers withp and q distinct primes (see [ll] and the references therein). What 
is usually of interest for this equation is the following question: how many po- 
sitive integer solutions (x, v) can the above equation have? It is known that the 
above equation can never have three solutions (see Theorem 7 in [ 1 l]), but there 
are instances of triples (p, q, c) for which the above equation has two solutions, 
an example of such being 1 = 3l - 2’ = 32 - 23. 
Notice that when the above equation has two solutions, say (xi,~i), (xz,yz), 
then they produce a solution to the equation 
with xi # x2, which is equivalent to the title equation 
(1) $1 -p”’ = $1 - qY2, with XI # x2. 
In this paper, we look at equation (1). Our first theorem here is: 
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Theorem 1. Let q be ufixed prime number. Then equation (I) has only$nitelJ 
many positive integer solutions (p. xi , ~1. .Y: ~ .vz), with p # q a prime number. and 
x1 #x2. 
Our proof of Theorem 1 is not effective, in the sense that given q we cannot 
produce an upper bound on max(p, x1 ?y~, ~2, ~2) which satisfy equation (1) in 
terms of q alone. However, it will be transparent from our proof that we can 
bound max{xl, yi} in terms of q alone, and we can also bound the total number 
of such positive integer solutions (p? xi, yl, x2, ~2) of equation (1) in terms of 4 
alone. 
Under the ABC conjecture, we can prove an even stronger statement, namely 
the following: 
Theorem 2. Under the ABC conjecture, the diophantine equation (1) has only$- 
nitely many positive integer solutions (p, q, xl, ~1: ~2, yz), with p # q prime num- 
bers, and x1 # x2. 
Thus, Theorem 1 says that for a fixed value of the prime q, there can be only fi- 
nitely many pairs of integers (c,p) withp # q a prime number, so that c admits 
two representations under the form px - 4y for some positive integers x and y, 
while Theorem 2 says that if we are willing to accept the ABC conjecture, then 
there should be a totality of only finitely many triples of integers (c,p, q), with 
p # q prime numbers, and for which c admits two distinct representations un- 
der the form px - 4)’ with some positive integers x and y. 
In Theorem 2 in [ll], it is shown that a positive integer solution 
(p, xi, yi, x2, yz) of equation (l), with q = 2, p an odd prime, and XI # x2, may 
exist only if p is a sufficiently large Wieferich prime, and a similar statement 
holds when q is an odd prime not congruent to 1 modulo 12. In some sense, our 
Theorem 1 is stronger then the above mentioned result from [l l] since it guar- 
antees that when q is fixed, equation (1) can have a solution (p, xi, x2, yi, ~2) 
with p # q a prime number only for finitely many values of p. 
Throughout the proofs, we use cl, 13, . for computable positive constants 
which are either absolute, or depend on q alone. We shall also use the Vino- 
gradov symbols > and K as well as the Landau symbols 0 and o with their 
regular meaning. For a positive real number x we write logx for the natural 
logarithm of x. 
2. SOME USEFUL DIOPHANTINE EQUATIONS 
In this section, we collect a number of results of a diophantine nature which 
will be relevant for the proofs of our theorems. 
Proposition 1. The only solutions of the diophantine equation 
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in positive integer unknowns (z, q, yl , ~2) with q aprime and z > 1 coprime to q are 
(3) (z,q,yl,yd = (3,2,3,1),(91,2,13,1),(16,3,5,1),(280,5,7,1). 
Proof. Rewriting equation (2) as 
(4) (22 - 1)2 = 4qy’ - 4qyz + 1, 
we get a diophantine equation which was completely solved in [6]. The list of 
solutions (3) is obtained by selecting from the complete list of solutions of 
equation (4) appearing in [6] only those solutions with z > 1 and coprime to q. 
We point out that all the solutions of the diophantine equation (4) with q = 2 
appear also in [15]. 
Proposition 2. Let m > n > 0 bejxedpositive integers with m 2 3, and let q be a 
jixedprime number. Then, the diophantine equation 
(5) -P-z” =qYl -4” 
has onlyfinitely many positive integer solutions (z, yl, ~2) with z > 1 and coprime 
to q. 
Proof. Assume that (z, yi, ~2) is a solution of equation (5) with z large. Write 
A4 := z”’ - z”. Then, 
(6) logM=log(f(l ---&-)) =mlogz+log(l -$-) =mlogz+o(l) 
as z tends to infinity. 
Assume first that n < m - 1. Then, 
(7) A4 = zn(P-n - 1) = Y(z - 1). (“ll; ‘). 
Note that 
(8) gcd(z - l,Pil, ‘) (m -n. 
Since M = qY2(qYl-Y2 - 1) and z and q are coprime, we read, from (7) and (g), 
that 
P-“-l 
41” < z- 1 <<P-n-‘, 
therefore yi - y2 tends to infinity as z tends to infinity. Moreover, 
(9) y2logq F (m - n-l)logz+O(l)= (m-II:-l+o(l))logM, 
as z tends to infinity. It now follows easily that 
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(10) 
and so, by (9) and (IO), we get 
(11) 
(VI - y2) logq 2 <+ + o( 1)) log M = 
(n+1+o(l)).L’110gq(2+0(l)).~I 
m m 
as z tends to infinity. 
Similarly, one has 
(12) yilogq-nlogz= (m-n+o(l)) 
Yl logq .y*> (2+0(l)) .___ 
m 
as z tends to infinity. We now rewrite equation (5) as 
Denoting by {a} the fractional part of the real number a, we obtain, from the 
above equation together with (11) and (12), that for any fixed 6 E (0,l) the in- 
equality 
holds when z > zo := zo(S). If inequality (13) has infinitely many solutions 
(z,yi), then there exists i E (0, 1 . ) m - 1} such that infinitely many of the so- 
lutions of (13) have {yl/m} = i/m. If i f 0, it then follows that the algebraic 
number qiiM is irrational because q is prime. However, a theorem of Ridout (see 
[9]) tells us that a diophantine inequality like (13) cannot have infinitely many 
solutions (z, vl) in this case. Thus, i = 0, and now inequality (13) tells us that if z 
is large, then z = qbl/mj, which is again a contradiction because we are assum- 
ing that z and q are coprime. 
The case in which n = m - 1 can be dealt with in a similar way. In this case, 
qy* 1 (z - l), which implies that 
(yi-y~)logqL(m-l+o(l))logz2(m-l+o(l)) 
(14) VI log 4 .y* > (2+0(l)) .*7. 
and that 
(15) yilogq-(m-2)logz=(2+o(l))-y~ 
as z tends to infinity. Equation (5), after multiplying both sides of it by mM, can 
be rewritten as 
I(mz - 1)” - mm@‘1 = [P(z) - mmgYzl, 
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where P(z) is a polynomial in z with integer coefficients and of degree m - 2, 
and we now get, by using (14) and (15), that for any fixed S E (0,l) the inequal- 
ity 
(16) 
holds for z > z. := zo(S). Ridout’s Theorem tells us once again that the above 
inequality (16) can have only finitely many solutions (z,yi) for which m does 
not divide yi. However, if m divides yi, then for large yi the above inequality 
(16) leads to mz - 1 - rnq~l/“‘~ = 0, which is impossible by considerations 
modulo m. 
Proposition 2 is therefore proved. 
Remark 1. The method of proof of Theorem 2 can be applied to more general 
diophantine equations. For example, by the same method, one can decide if a 
diophantine equation of the formf(z) = aqYI - bqJ’*, where q is a fixed prime, a 
and b are nonzero integers which may be assumed coprime to q, andf(X) is a 
polynomial in Q[X] of degree at least three and which is not irreducible, admits 
infinitely many positive integer solutions (z, yi , ~2). We do not give further de- 
tails here. 
Proposition 3. Let m > n > 0 and t > s > 0 be$xed integers with min{m, t} 2 3 
and gcd(m, n) = gcd(t, s) = 1. Then, the diophantine equation 
(17) x”-l?=yyf-yS 
has only jnitely many positive integer solutions (x, y) with min{x, y} > 1 and 
gcd(x,y) = 1. 
Proof. We assume that (x, y) is a solution of (17) with min{x, y} > 1 and x and 
y coprime. Note that when m = t, we have 
max{x”-‘,p-l} < ]x - y](x”-’ + . . . +y”-l) = ]p -y”] 
= IXn -fl < max{Xm-‘,y-‘}, 
which is impossible. Thus, we may asume that m # t, and in particular that 
max{m, t} 2 4. 
We may also assume that either n < m/2 or s < t/2 holds. Indeed, for if both 
n 2 m/2 and s > t/2 hold, then since M := x” - Y = x(x’+’ - l), it follows 
that Y]M and x” > a. Similarly, y”]M and y’ > v’%. Since x and y are co- 
prime, it follows that x”yS]M, therefore A4 2 Xys > M, which is a contra- 
diction. 
Writef(x) := Y? - x” and g(y) := y’ - f. At this stage, we recall the follow- 
ing theorem due to Davenport, Lewis and Schinzel (see [4]): 
Theorem DLS. Let f (x) and g(y) be polynomials with integer coefficients of de- 
grees > 1. Let Q-(X) := disc(f(x) - X) and Dg(X) := disc(g(y) - X). Assume 
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further that there are at least [deg(j’)/21 distinct roots of D, (X) == OJor ,t,hich 
DR(X) # 0. Then, the polynomial ,f (x) - g(y) is irreducible over the complex 
numbers. Further, the genus of the curve given hy the equation f’( X-) =: g(~x) is 
strictly positive except possibly when degCj’) = 2 or deg(j’) = deg(g) = 3. Apart 
from thesepossible exceptions, the equation f (x) = g(y) has at most a.finite num- 
ber of integral solutions. 
In our instance, one checks easily that all the roots X of Df are: 
i. X = 0 with multiplicity n - 1, 
ii, ,Ij = -<” . (!?!.f!!) . (t>“, whereC=ez,fork=O,l,..., m-n- 1. 
The roots X of Dg are obtained in the same way as at i and ii above by replacing 
the pair (m, n) with the pair (t, &Y). Since gcd(m, n) = gcd(t, s) = 1, we see that all 
the nonzero roots of both Df and Dg are simple roots. Since we also know that 
either n < m/2 or s < t/2 holds, we get that either m - n 2 [m/21 or t - s > 
[t/21 holds, and we therefore conclude that we may apply theorem DLS above 
to our pair of polynomials f (x) and g(v) provided that we can show that the 
only common root of both D.r and D, is X = 0. Let us assume that Df and Dg 
have a nonzero common root. Using ii above, and identifying the absolute va- 
lue of this nonzero common root, we get the diophantine equation 
which can be rewritten as h(u) = h( ) v , w h ere u := n/m, v := s/t, and h(z) is the 
function defined on (0,l) and given by 
(18) h(z) = (1 - z)z*. 
It suffices to prove that the function shown at (18) is one-to-one in the interval 
(0,l). Indeed, once we have proved this fact, then the equation h(u) = h(v) will 
force u = v, and since both u and v are rational numbers in reduced form, we 
read that m = t and s = n. However, this contradicts the fact that m # t. 
To prove the injectivity of h(z) in (0, l), note that with 
k(z) := log h(z) = log( 1 - z) + 2 
‘7 
we have 
dk logz 
---CO, whenzg (O,l), 
dz - (1 - z)2 
which proves that h(z) is one-to-one in (0,l). 
Proposition 3 is therefore proved. 
Remark 2. The diophantine equation (17) with n = s = 1 has been studied in 
171. 
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Remark 3. All pairs of polynomials (f(x),g(x)) with rational coefficients and 
such that the equationf(x) = g(j) can admit infinitely many integer solutions 
(x, y) have been classified in [l]. In practice however, checking the conditions 
from the statement of the main result in [l] is quite a lot more cumbersome than 
checking the conditions from the statement of theorem DLS. 
3.THE PROOFOFTHEOREMl 
We shall assume that xi > x2. Thus, yt > ~2. We shall work under the 
hypothesis that equation (1) has infinitely many positive integer solutions 
(p, xi, x2, yi , ~2) with p # q a prime, and xi > x2, and we shall eventually reach 
a contradiction, 
Our main goal here is to prove that there exists a constant cl, which is com- 
putable and depends only on q, so that xi < cl holds for all such solutions. In 
order to get there, we proceed in several steps. 
Step 1. The case p is fixed. 
In this case, equation (1) has only finitely many effectively computable posi- 
tive integer solutions (xi, x2, ~1, vi), with xi > x2, all of them can be computed 
using lower bounds for linear forms inp-adic, q-adic, and complex logarithms, 
and this has been explicitly done in [8]. In particular, all such solutions satisfy 
xi < ~2, where c2 is a constant depending only on p and q. Moreover, we also 
notice here that equation (1) is an S-unit equationin four terms which is non- 
degenerate (because p # q, and xi > x2), where S is the semigroup of all posi- 
tive integers whose prime factors belong to the set Cp, q}. The main result in [lo] 
immediately gives an upper bound of 22’56 on the number of positive integer 
solutions (xi, yi, x2, yz), with xi > x2, of equation (l), which is independent of 
the primes p and q. Thus, it follows that for every fixed value of po 1 2, equation 
(1) admits at most c3 := c4 . 22’56positive integer solutions (p, xi, yi , x2, y2), with 
p a prime number satisfyingp 1. PO, and xi > x2, where q := I. 
From now on, by Step 1, we may assume that p > q. Since 
kp”, < pxl-l (p-l)<px’-px*=qy’-qy2<qy’, 
L 
we get that 
logq log2 
Xl <Y1- 
l%P + l%P 
-<y1+1. 
The case xi = yi is impossible, because in this case we get 
P x1-1 + qwl 5 (p _ q)(pxl-l +px1-2 q+...+qy =pXl -qJQ =px* -s” <pxl-l, 
which is a contradiction. Thus, we may assume that x1 < yl. 
Moreover, inequality (19) shows that there are only finitely many solutions 
(p, xi, yt , x2, ~2) of equation (1) with bounded yi (which are certainly effectively 
computable if the upper bound on yi is effectively computable), and so, from 
now on, we shall assume that yi is very large. 
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Step 2. y2 < ~5~7 hold\for large values of yl, where ~5 can be taken to be any 
constant larger than __~ 
q + I’ 
For positive integers u and r, with r a prime number, we write ord,(a) for the 
exact order at which the prime r divides a. Rewriting equation (1) as 
we recognize that y2 I= ordy(p-‘lmmX” - 1). Letf‘be the following positive integer: 
If q is odd, we then letf be the multiplicative order of p modulo q. If q = 2, and 
XI - x2 is odd, we then letf := 1, and if x1 - x2 is even, we then letf := 2. Since 
y2 > 0, it is clear that fl XI -x2. We write ZJ := ord,(pf - 1). It is then well- 
known that 
(21) y2 = ordq(PX’-X’ - 1) < u + ord, 
< u + WXI - x2) < u + hYl _ 
log 4 log 4 
Thus, 
therefore 
y, >v-+I)u>f‘+l ( hYl ~ ~ f f y2 - logq ’ > 
and so. 
f 
(22) - Y2Cf +lYl ( 1+ 
(f + 1) b?Yl 
fY I log 4 > 
=Y&(l +0(l)). 
The above o(l), and all the subsequent ones which will appear throughout this 
proof, are to be understood as computable functions depending on yt, and 
tending to zero when yt tends to infinity. Step 2 follows now from inequality 
(22) with the observation that f 1q - 1 if q is OF (by Fermat’s Little Theorem), 
andf < q if q = 2, therefore the inequality ____ ~ f + 1 < q 1 1 always holds. 
Step 3. The inequality x2 < cgx1 holds for large values of yr , where the constant 
c6 can be chosen to be any constant larger than wq + 1) - 1 
&(q+l) 
We look again at equation (20). We write z := yl - ~2, and we notice that, by 
Step 2, the inequality z/y] > c7 holds for all but finitely many effectively com- 
putable positive integer solutions of(l), with p # q a prime, and XI > x2, where 
we can choose c7 to be any constant strictly smaller than I/(q + 1). From (20), 
we learn that x2 = ord,(q” - 1). We let g be the multiplicative order of q modulo 
p (notice that g > 1, because we are assuming that p > q), we write z := g$n, 
with some nonnegative integer X and some positive integer n which is coprime 
top, and we put v := ord,(g’ - 1). With these notations, we get x2 = v + A. We 
first treat the case y1+ X > 1. In this case, we write 
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(23) 4 - 1 = (4’ - l)pX . ((TT $). 
Clearly, px21px(@ - l), therefore the rightmost integral factor appearing in 
parenthesis in the right hand side of equation (23) is a divisor of px1-x2 - 1. A 
lower bound on its size is 
(24) 
@PAi” - 1 
(@ - l)PX 
> qp@Wp-~ = exp logq 
( ( 
x l%P g&b - 1) - - 
1) logq . 
The inequality 
(25) gfyn- 1) -- - XhP > gPXn logq 3 ’ 
is equivalent to 
(26) 
2pbl A hP T>l+- 
glogq’ 
and since g 2 2, q > 2, and n > 1, the above inequality (26) is true for all pairs 
of integers (X, n) with n > 1, X 1 0, and n + X > 1, and for allp > po, wherepo is 
an absolute constant which is obviously computable. From Step 1, we may as- 
sume that p > PO, and therefore that inequality (25) holds. With inequality (25), 
we get that 
x1-x2 
(27) ’ 
> pxl -x2 _ 1 > exp 
with cs := CT/~, therefore 
(28)  p~I-~2-c8xI > c9, 
where cg := 2-Q. In particular, we get that xi - x2 > csxl(l + o(l)), therefore 
x2 < cloxr holds in this case with cl0 any constant strictly larger than 1 - cs. 
Tracking down the constants, it follows that in this case cl0 can be chosen to be 
any constant larger than 3(q + 1) - 1 
3(q+l) ’ 
and this is always smaller than 
&(q+ 1) - 1 
wq+ 1) . 
From now on, we shall assume that n + X = 1, therefore z = g, and x2 = v. In 
this case,px2jsPz(q), where we use QZ(X) for the zth cyclotomic polynomial. In 
qz - 1 
particular, pxlmx* - 1 is a multiple of -. 
@z(q) 
To find a lower bound on this 
number, we use the wellknown fact that the inequality 
(29) Q*(q) < 2’@)/2q4(Z) 
holds for all positive integers z > 1, and q 2 2, where T(Z) stands for the num- 
ber of divisors of the number z (see [3]). For us, we use inequality (29) to get that 
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Since we know that z/y] > ~7, and since we may assume that y] is large, it fol- 
lows that we may assume that z is large. Letpi be the smallest prime factor of 3. 
We shall later show that pi 5 q. Assume that we have proved this. In this case, 
since for every E > 0 the inequality 7(n) < n’ holds for YZ > H(E), it certainly 
follows that if z is sufficiently large (i.e., if yi is sufficiently large), then 
+I < z/c%). Since : - 4(z) 2 z/pi 2 z/q, we then get that 
z - 4(z) - r(z) > z/2q. Thus, inequality (30) is of the form 
(31) p”‘-“2 > 4%. 
which is of the same form as (27) with the exponent z/3 from (27) replaced by 
the exponent z/(2q), and now the same argument as the one employed pre- 
viously will lead to the conclusion of Step 3. 
It remains to show that p1 5 q. Well, assume that this is not so. Since z is the 
smallest integer so that p[q’ - 1, it follows that p G l(mod z). Since zip - 1, 
p - l[p”‘-Q - 1, and p”‘-“2 - llqJ’*(q’ - l), we get that z]qy’(f - l), and since 
the smallest prime factor of z is > q, it follows that zlq’ - 1. In particular, 
P114’- 1. Since p114pl-I - 1, we get that pi (gcd(@‘-’ - 1, q” - 1) = 
qg4v-l) - 1 = q - 1, which is impossible, and which completes the proof of 
Step 3. 
Step 4. The inequality x1 < cl i holds, where ci i is a computable positive con- 
stant which can be chosen to be of the form c12q2 log3 q, with cl2 a computable 
constant which is absolute. 
We take cg := 4q4~~~)l~ ‘. The combination of Steps l-3 shows that but for 
finitely many effectively computable positive integer solutions @, x1, xz,yi, yz), 
withp f q a prime number, and xi > x2 of equation (l), the inequality 
(32) Ipxl - 4y’ I < (maxcpX’ , fl})‘” 
must hold. By a result of Shorey and Stewart (see [13]), it follows that xi is 
bounded. We briefly reproduce here this argument using a modern lower bound 
for a linear form in two logarithms. Equation (32) certainly implies that pxi and 
Yl 9 are very close together for large values of yi, and so that with 
~13 := 1 - cg = 1/(4q2), we have 
[pxl q-Yl _ 1) < ,,-WI . 
Let A := xi logp - yi logq. Since le” - 11 < 2~-~1+1 is very small when yi is 
large, we certainly have that le” - 1 I > IA]/2. Thus, ]A] < 4p-c13xl, therefore 
(33) log IAl < log2 - Cl@] logp < -ci4xi logp 
holds with cl4 := ci3/2, and for large values of yi. However, from Corollaire 1 
in [5], we read that there exists a computable constant cis, which is absolute, so 
that the inequality 
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(34) log IAl > -15 logqlogp(max{log(& + &), ll})* 
holds. Here, one can take cl5 := 3 1. Since xi / log q and yi / logp are very close, 
it follows that we may assume that yt / logp < 2x1/ log q. If 
3x1 log - 
( > log 4 
< 11, 
we get xi < cl6 log q with some absolute constant cl& which is a better in- 
equality than the one asserted at Step 4. Thus, it suffices to assume that 
(35) 3x1 log]A] > -ci~logqlogplog2 - . ( > lwq 
Comparing (33) with (35) we get 
(36) A < cl6 log2 ($-), 
logq 
where cl6 := cis/cid = 8 . 31 . q2 = 248q2. Inequality (36) clearly shows that 
xi < cii := c12q2 log3 q holds with some absolute constant ~12, which is effec- 
tively computable, and this concludes the proof of Step 4. 
Step 5. The final contradiction. 
From the previous steps, and since we are assuming infinitely many positive 
integer solutions (p, xi, yi , x2, yz), with p > q a prime, and xi > x2 for equation 
(l), it follows that there must exist fixed positive integers n < m < cll, so that 
equation (1) admits infinitely many positive integer solutions (p, x1, yl , x2, y2), 
with p > q, xi = m, and x2 = n. We write z := p, and have arrived at the equa- 
tion 
(37) P-Y=s”-4y’, 
which, by Propositions 1 and 2, can have only finitely many positive integer 
solutions (z, yi , ~2) with z > 1 and coprime to q. 
Theorem 1 is therefore proved. 
Remark 4. As the referee noted, the inequality asserted at Step 2 can be im- 
proved by using a lower bound for a linear form in q-adic logarithms (see [2] 
and [ 161). However, we could not find an application of lower bounds for linear 
forms inp-adic logarithms at Step 3 (which is similar to Step 2), which is why 
we chose to employ only elementary arguments for the proofs of both Steps 2 
and 3. 
Remark 5. We note that all our arguments from Steps l-4 are effective, and that 
the argument employed in Step 5, based on Proposition 2, hence on Ridout’s 
theorem, while noneffective in the size of yi, is explicit in the number of such 
solutions yi, meaning that Ridout’s argument (generalized in [lo]) permits one 
to find an explicit upper bound for the number of positive integer solutions 
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(z, ~‘1 ), with z > q and coprime to q, of diophantine inequalities of the type ( 13 L 
(16), and the like (upper bound which depends on m, hence, on q). which shows 
that one can explicitly write down an upper bound which depends on q for the 
number of positive integer solutions (p, ~‘1 :.ri, .<~..vz), with p f cl prime, and 
-XI > x2 of equation (1). 
4. THE PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
Throughout this section, we use Cr , Cz, , for absolute constants. For any 
nonzero integer k we write N(k) := flpjkp. We start by recalling the ABC 
Conjecture. 
The ABC Conjecture. For every E > 0, there exists a constant C := C(E), so 
that whenever A, B, C are three coprime and nonzero integers with A + B = C, 
we have 
(38) max{lAl, [B[, jC(} < CN(ABC)‘+‘. 
Since our equation is now symmetric, it follows that we may assume that p > q, 
and that xi > x2, and therefore that yi > ~2. It is clear that xi < yi holds, and 
the argument employed at the end of Step 1 in the proof of Theorem 1 shows 
that we may assume that xi < 1’1. 
We shall first use the ABC conjecture to show that xi < Ci. 
We work with equation (l), where we write M :=px2(p~‘l-x? - 1) = 
qJJ($=+ - 1). w e a 1 so write M = p”zqJ’2D. The ABC conjecture applied to the 
equationp”l-*? - 1 = DqJ’2 gives 
P xI~xz - 1 << (Dpq)‘+E < (DP~)‘+~. 
therefore 
(39) 
bVX2)_2 
D>>pI+E 
The << and >> appearing above and all the subsequent ones depend only on E. 
Since 
Ds” -5 <pxl--‘2, 
we get that 
(40) 
s”’ < p*+?, 
Now the ABC conjecture applied to the equation qY1-r~ - 1 = Dpx2 shows that 
(41) Dpxz < (Dpq)‘+’ < (0~~)““~ 
therefore 
pX2-2(‘+E) << DE << p’(~l-“2), 
and so, 
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where o( 1) is a function of the prime p which tends to zero when p tends to in- 
finity (we may assume that p is as large as we want by Theorem 1). Assume now 
that x1 tends to infinity. In this case, with any fixed small value for E > 0, and 
for large xl > x1(&) and p > p(c), inequalities (40) and (42) show that the in- 
equality 
(43) max{qy’,pXZ} < pE”’ 
holds. We take E := l/2, and use (43), to infer that the inequality 
(44) [p”’ -4y’l= [px2 -pi <px1/2 
must hold. The ABC conjecture with some ~1 > 0 in the equationp*l - qJ’1 = N, 
with INI < ps112, now gives 
pX! << (IN[pq)l+El < p(‘+~1)(2+xl/2), 
therefore 
Xl < (1+4(4+2) +0(l), 
which is impossible with ~1 := l/2, p large, and xi large. Thus, x1 < Cr. 
We may therefore assume that x2 < xi are some fixed integers. Since XI < Cl, 
inequality (42) with large p and E = (2Ct))‘shows that x2 < 3. Thus, 
x2 E { 1,2}. Since x1 < Cl, taking ~1 > 0 to be any small number, and then set- 
ting E := ~1 /Cl in inequality (40), we get that qy’ < p2+E1. Thus, 
(45) IpJl -@‘I = [px2 -pi <p2+c’ 
Applying again the ABC conjecture to the equation N = pxl - qy’ , with (NI << 
p2+EI from (45) we get 
pXl << (IN(pq)l+El <p(4+d(‘+El), 
which for large p, and with ~1 := l/3, implies that xi < 5. Thus, x1 E {2,3,4}. 
The cases in which (x1, x2) = (2, l), (4,2) reduce to the equation 
2 Yl- Y2 z -z=q 4 > 
with z := p, and z := p2, respectively, for which we already know, by Proposi- 
tion 1, that it has only finitely many positive integer solutions (z, q, yt , JQ), with 
z > q coprime to q, and yt > yz > 0. Thus, it remains to investigate the cases in 
which (x1,x2) = (3711, (3,2), (4,l). 
If x2 = 2, then x1 = 3. With (41) we get 
Dp2 < (Dpq)‘+E, 
therefore 
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P 4 
hence, the inequality 
(46) q > c2pf-2E 
holds, where C2 is a constant depending on E alone. Thus, 
therefore the inequality 
(47) pv1w2+3 << C;I 
holds, with C3 := CT’. Since xi = 3, it follows that yi 2 4, therefore the in- 
equality yi (1 - 2~) - 3 > yi /5 holds for some small value of E > 0 and in- 
dependently of yi once yi > 4. It is now clear that (47) shows that p must be 
bounded. 
Assume now that x2 = 1, and that xi E {3,4}. In this last case, by applying 
the ABC conjecture to the equationp”l-’ - 1 = DqJ’2, we get 
P x1r1 << (Dpq)‘+’ 
hence, 
q(Y2-‘H’+‘) <<pl+XlE << (qyl-Y2)‘+xl~, 
and taking logarithms we get 
(48) (Y2 - 1)(1 + E) < (YI -Y2)(1 + XI&) + O(l)> 
where the above u( 1) is a function depending on q, and which tends to zero 
when q tends to infinity. Algebraic manipulations show that inequality (48) 
implies that the inequality 
(49) Es;+&+O(E) 
holds for large q, where the constant appearing in the above 0 is absolute. Since 
yi > 4, it follows that the inequality 
holds with some appropriate choice of E, and uniformly for yi 2 4 if q is suffi- 
ciently large. Thus, 
IpX’ - qY’ 1 = 14L’2 -pi < p%, 
and now the ABC conjecture applied to the equation p”’ - qyt = N, with 
JNI < p%, gives 
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pX’ < ((Nlpq)l+E < ($-ii+1 (p)$)‘+E < pi%i+l+~Nl+4) 
from where we read that 
(51) x1(1 - (l+&+$) < (1 +&I +0(l), 
where the above o(l) is a function tending to zero whenp tends to infinity. Since 
xi 2 3, the limit when E tends to zero of the left hand side of (51) is 
L 3(1- (&+i)), 
and this limit is > 1 .OOl when yi 2 30, while the limit when E tends to zero and 
p tends to infinity of the right hand side of (51) is 1. This shows that if 
xi E {3,4}, then there can be only finitely many solutions (p,q,y~,y~) of our 
equation (1) with yi 2 30. Finally, if (xi, x2) = (3, l), (4,l) and yi I 29, we may 
then assume that all the exponents xi, x2, yi , y2 are fixed. With d := gcd(yi , y2), 
y: := yl/d, y/2 := y2/d, and q1 := 8 we have arrived at the equation 
(52) px’ - px2 = d; - & 
withp > 1, q1 > 1, and gcd(p, 41) = 1. Propositions 1 and 3 tell us now that this 
last equation has only finitely many such positive integer solutions (p, ql), when 
y’, = 2, and when yi > 3, respectively. 
Theorem 2 is therefore proved. 
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